
   6-21-2019   BRRC  Tactical Challenge
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4 Stage 5 Stage 6

SHOOTER OH,KNL,PRN Sitting Prone KYL/Prone Timed Exp. Movers TOTAL

1 Phil McDaniel 5 6 7 9 4 4 35

2 Connor Taberski 7 3 6 5 2 11 34

3 Martin Tardif 5 5 7 4 4 7 33

4 Henry Garay 8 8 5 4 0 3 28

5 Sean Lockyer 2 7 9 6 1 3 28

6 Rodin Mikailyan 3 2 8 6 2 5 26

7 Jeffrey Shlakman 4 3 7 9 1 2 26
Bright, sunny and waaaaarm…but very little wind. We ran the “walk back” scenario this month, all steel 
targets for the first 4 stages, paper for the last 2. Walking out to @800yds. for the first stage and hiking 
back at each successive stage. (Note to self: bring more water. It will get lighter as you move back!)

Stage 1) Off Hand (OH), Kneeling (KNL), Prone (PRN)-Just like it says; 5 targets, 2 rounds ea. and move 
on at increasing distance from 75yds. to 222yds., sequence (seq)-1-KNL,2-OH,3-OH,4-PRN,5-PRN. 
Henry blazed through this stage with 8 hits.

Stage 2) Moving back to the top of the 700yd. impact berm this stage also had 5 targets, 2 rounds ea. 
and move on. Distances from 143yds. to 314. We allowed a tripod and 1 bag. Henry again rocked this 
stage with another 8 hits.
Stage 3) Climbing down the berm we shuffled back to the 600yd. berm to shoot 5 targets, 2 rounds ea. 
and move on. Dist.-263 to 410yds. from prone w/bipod and 1 bag. Sean blew the doors off this stage 
with 9 hits.
Stage 4) The shuffling continued back to the 380yd. flag berm (the water deprivation was producing a 
grumbling and long suffering tone). The KYL was shot from a half size tank trap (Henry supplied the 
range with the half and a full size tank trap), with 10 total shots we had to clean the KYL and then move 
on to the segmented target at 1,000yds., dist.-209 and 632 yards. Jeff and Sean not only cleaned the 
KYL but got hits on the seg.target for a tie at this stage.
Stage 5) Limping and dehydrated (a well armed zombie posse, so to speak) we made it back to our 
vehicles parked at the 200yd. flag for snacks and water. After refreshing ourselves we split up to either 
shoot or work the Timed Exposure/Movers stage. Timed X - 600yd, 5rnd, 5x3sec. exposures of an 
8.5”x11” colored cardboard square on a 1”x2”x6’ stick. Each shooter is assigned a color and must 
engage it when exposed at random points along the target berm. Phil and Martin got 4 hits each.

Stage 6) Moooo-vers, IPSC cardboard torsos with corresponding color (from Timed X), 15rnd, 5x15sec.

exposures, 15 points poss.. All targets appear at random points along target berm and move at patrol 
speed (@1.5mph) for 15 sec., then they are lowered and the sequence repeats 4 more times. Connor 
ventilated that mover pretty good with 11 solid whacks
Phil McDaniel had the most consistent scores at or near the top to squeak a 1 point victory over Connor. 
The top 3 shooters were 1 point apart. This was a very consistently good group of trigger pullers to 
complete this COF. Thanks to all the competitors for helping to take down and store the targets. Next 
match will be on a Sunday, Sept. 29th so plan accordingly.  Cheers, Martin - Match Director                                                                             


